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Gold medal winner 2007
«SALON INTERNATIONAL DES
INVENTIONS DE GENÈVE»

1.

The woman of today desires a
m odern solution for hygienic

handling of her menstruation
protection.

6.

Quick, simple, with a maximum of
hygienic comfort!

is the sensation in
‘Ladies Hygiene’: Disposal box and
tampon dispenser in one unit.
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5.

The box will be placed in a holder
and can be fixed to the wall at
any height position. That way, the
hygiene station can always be
accessed comfortably!

Function
A hygiene sachet will be taken from
the front side. This hygiene sachet
can be opened with gentle pressure
of forefinger and thumb to its
sides, and the used tampon can be
inserted easily. Clean and elegant
can the tampon be disposed, – only
held at the retriever string.

With gentle pressure, the flip-toplid on the upper side can be opened.
The inside of the box contains the
integrated disposal unit.

The opening is closed with a special
rubber lid.
If the box has already been used
during the menstruation, then the
smart opening hides the view to
the inside and despite the opened
flip-top-lid, – no odours will escape.

www.123goodbye.com

Made for

The hygiene sachet including
tampon can now be simply inserted
to the box via the flip-top-lid.
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10.

With gentle pressure, the lid can
now be closed and snaps into
position. Due to its intriguing
technical design, the lid cannot
open by itself.

Additional advantage:
The tampon dispenser box
A gentle pressure is enough to
open the drawer. Now a new
tampon can be easily taken. The
drawer can, depending on the
tampon sizes, hold from 40 to 72
tampons. A gentle touch is enough
and the drawer snaps back into its
position and an undesirable open
drawer is impossible.

– a well designed system
The backside of the box is
perforated and allows simple
opening. Now, the filled disposal
bag has just to be closed and
disposed with the household waste.

There are no limitations to the
design – the hygiene station can
be extended: With integrated air
fresher station and toilet paper
dispenser beneath the box, the
mutates to an allround service station.
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